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In God We Trust person or un Tenemos confianza en Dios persona? In a perpetual duty-bound
slavery to FED Notes? Freedom of speech sabotaged? Food Stamps, the modern Stamp Act,
imposed to support lazy people! Surrounded by selfish Civilian cowards during wartime? Suffer loss
of a job due to Affirmative Action quotas? Criminals released and roam free to commit again. Who
actually is an African American.? Has your Church fallen for the idiotic 501c3 Gag order, become of
the harlot in Revelations, and/or harbors an antichrist/false prophet diluting the Word of God? John
F. Kennedy once said: "A revolution is coming - a revolution which will be peaceful if we are wise
enough; compassionate if we care enough; successful if we are fortunate enough - but a revolution
which is coming whether we will it or not. We can affect its character, we cannot alter its
inevitability." Treber Caleb Doall was orphaned at a young age. Fortunately, a God fearing man took
him into his home to teach him discipline, love, and morals. He has overcome embarrassing
moments, dangerous falls, and the selfish desire for love. Currently, he holds the rank of Colonel in
the U.S. Army, but has willingly embraced challenges to serve his country in need, despite
uneducated criticisms. With this book, he's become a humble amateur writer with a brave
revolutionary story to tell. Grow with him as he stands against evil, climbs in triumphant and yes falls
at unfortunate times, finding himself on his knees somewhere in between humanity and spirituality.
"With his gun he ends peace. His words set family members against themselves. And his actions
transform people into a united mass; the greatest threat to our blessed status quo." The American
Communist Lawyers Union 2013.
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